Introduction
Parallel robots such as a Stewart platform have some advantage of high rigidity, high accuracy, and high load-carrying capacity over serial robots. However, they have some drawbacks of relatively small workspace and very difficult forward kinematics problems. These robots have found a variety of applications in flight simulators, high-precision machining centers, medical surgery [1, 2] , and so on.
In general, accuracy is defined by repeatability and bias. Lack of repeatability is due to random error and quantified by the variance of a number of measurements. Bias is systematic error and determined by the mean value. While it is difficult to compensate for the random error, compensation for the systematic error could be done effectively by means of calibration. It is well known that excellent positioning performance of the manipulator may be achieved based on an accurate kinematic equation. However, parameters of the equation inevitably deviate from their nominal values due to manufacturing and assembly errors. A direct consequence is to reduce the accuracy of the robots, since their control strategy heavily relies on a precise description of the kinematic equation. One way to tackle this problem is to improve the theoretical kinematic equation through kinematic calibration which consists of identifying a more accurate geometrical relationship between the joint sensor/encoder reading and the actual pose of the end-effector. Literatures indicated that the most economical and feasible way of enhancing the manipulator accuracy is through kinematic calibration [3] [4] [5] . Kinematics calibration involves the following procedures: set up an appropriate kinematics model; take measurements of the robot pose; identify the actual kinematics parameters to minimize the errors between the poses predicted by the model and the actual measured ones; implement the identified robot kinematics model.
Let us employ the paradigm of literature [6] in stating a unified calibration formulation. First, the principle is to link the unknown kinematic parameters P and the information on the state of the manipulator M, either provided by sensors or through constraints applied on joints or brought by an additional mechanism. Some closed loop equations f(P, M) = 0 can be determined; the equations vanish within the measurement error. The simplest way to determine M is by using the internal sensors of the manipulator. Usually, though, as they do not provide redundant information, their number is minimal for controlling the manipulator's degrees of freedom. It is possible to install additional captors on passive joints for self-calibration (with the benefit of simplifying the forward kinematics).
In practice, it is not easy to add redundant sensors or constrain. Hence, most calibration methods use external measurements devices to obtain the required information, such as laser trackers, theodolites, cameras, inclinometers or mechanical devices. Many authors use the kinematics to relate the kinematic parameters P to the available information M. Then, the basic calibration methods with external measurements use either the forward kinematics or the inverse kinematics. Those calibration methods may be prone to error. The reason is the difficulty to obtain a closed form for the solutions of the kinematics problem.
Kinematic model

Inverse kinematics
This section describes the parallel robot and its kinematics model. The robot consists of two rigid bodies, the base and the mobile platform, connected by 6 legs. The leg linear actuator provides 6 degree of freedom for the platform pose relative to the base, corresponding to position P and rotation matrix R. A pose X = [P, R] is associated to 6 length variations l i measured by internal leg sensors, I = 1, …, 6.
Each leg is attached to the base by a hook joint and to the platform by a hook joint; so 23 parameters are required to model each leg. But as shown in [6], the principal source of error in positioning is due to limited knowledge of the joint centers and to the fact that part of the length is not given by the sensors. We thus use a simpler model with attachment point's a i in the mobile frame, b i in the reference frame, and offset lengths l 0,i . This gives 7 parameters per leg, therefore 42 overall, denoted by ρ.
The inverse kinematics problem of the parallel robot deals with calculating the leg lengths when the pose is given and the kinematics parameters are known. In effect, it is a mapping from global pose to local leg transducer readings. The inverse kinematics of a parallel robot is simple, yielding a nonlinear closed form solution.
The vector chain in Fig. 1 can be expressed as
The length of leg i can then be determined by taking the magnitude of Eq. (1)
and the leg length sensor reading can be obtained by 
The Newton-Raphson algorithm can be stated as: 1. measure ŝ and select an initial guess for the pose X; 2. compute s based on X 0 ; 3. form f; 4. if X T X < tolerance 1 , exit with X as the solution; 5. compute the partial derivative matrix
6. solve for the update δX from JδX = -f; 7. if δX T δX<tolerance 2 , exit with X as the solution; 8. update X by X = X + δX and go to step 2.
In step one, an initial pose vector X must be guessed. This is usually taken as the last pose of the mobile platform. In step two, the estimated length can be computed with the inverse kinematics.
Step three and four are straightforward, with f formed through Eq. (4) and tolerance being the allowed error in the pose calculation. The partial derivatives required in step five can be computed.
Step six involves a 6 by 6 matrix inversion to calculate δX, and then in step seven, the norm of δX is tested to see if the update is significant. If the update is considered significant, then the algorithm repeats from step two with the update pose vector.
Error model
Pose errors description of a joint-link chain
Due to manufacturing tolerances and assembly errors, all hook joints are imperfect-their axes neither intersect nor are perpendicular to one another. As such, joint centers in actuality do not exist and the axes of the actuators are skewed to joint axes. An error model that accommodates these error sources is needed in order to develop a calibration method that greatly enhances the parallel robot accuracy performance.
A joint-link chain is defined as a set of consecutive structure elements starting from the center of the base and going to the center of the mobile platform through one of the links. Kinematically, a joint-link chain can be modeled by a set of consecutive transformations from the coordinate frame O-XYZ to the coordinate frame o-xyz, as illustrated in Fig 
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The end-effector pose errors of each chain can be expressed by applying the general relations used in precision modeling of open chains
where each column of the Jacobian J i describes the influence of one error source on the end-effector errors. The joint displacements in the passive joints A i and B i are dependent displacements; as a result, the displacements errors in these joints are also dependent errors. Knowing that the end-effector errors are identical for all 6 joint-link chains, all dependent errors can be expressed starting from the following equations 
From Eq. (8) 5 independent matrix equations result; separating the dependent term from the independent ones, we obtain
where
Next, the 5 equations (4) Finally, the dependent errors can be calculates by the following equation
Pose errors determination of the parallel robot
The matrix J* is a 30×48 size matrix, which can be subdivided into 6 sub matrices of 5 rows; each sub matrix represent the error Jacobian of dependent errors from one joint-link chain related to the deviation ind δυ . Considering one of the open chains, e.g. chain 1, the end-effector pose errors are expressed as The influence of kinematic paramer deviations on the end-effector pose errors is described by a linear model, where the error Jacobian G J is the matrix of the following equation
Finally, considering Eqs. (12) and (13), the error Jacobian G J can be obtained though the following relations
Kinematic calibration
The error model given in Eq. (13) can be used for calibration to estimate the kinematic parameter errors based on pose measurement. It can also be used for tolerance analysis to examine the effect on the pose accuracy.
There are eight independent parameters in each joint-link chain as shown in Eq. (9) for a 6-DOF parallel robot, so in total there are 48 parameters to be calibrated. As mentioned earlier in this paper, there parameters are independent, and must be determined individually. For calibration of 48 parameters, it requires at least eight pose measurements. A pose measurement collects six data, three position, and three orientations. Eight or more measurements will collect 48 or more data, so Eq. (13) will become determinate or redundant. With adequate measurement at hand, these parameters can be estimated by the least squares algorithm as ( )
where the hat ( ∧ ) sign indicates the estimated value
is the augmented vector of the error Jacobian matrix, G J , for all eight poses and
is the augmented vector of the pose error vector p Δ for all eight pose measurement. The final solution for the kinematic parameter errors ind υˆ is iteratively calculated until the error converges.
In each iteration, the geometry is updated to reflect the previously calculated kinematic parameter errors and an updated augmented error Jacobian matrix G J is generated to reflect the new geometry. This new matrix is then applied to the measured pose error, according to Eq. (15). This iterative process continues until the kinematic error converges.
The new calibration geometry is then updated according to the following equation:
To ensure optimal calibration, it is proposed to select these poses from the least sensitive area within the workspace. As discussed by Nahvi and Hollerbach [7] , several indices have been suggested to quantify the goodness of pose selection. The noise amplification index was shown to have the greatest sensitivity to calibration error, and is thus chosen over indexes. The noise amplification index is defined by taking the singular value decomposition of the error Jacobian given in Eq. (14) nal. Let the singular values be given by i σ and ordered from largest to smallest so that p σ σ ≥
1
. Define the noise amplification index as:
The larger this index, the better the calibration accuracy should be. The noise amplification index should only be used as a guide for pose selection, since a pose set with a larger index does not necessarily guarantee a better calibration. Instead, it only guarantees a better worst-case calibration. The preference for this index over other proposed indexes is justified by Nahvi and Hollerbach [7] .
Simulations and experiments
Simulations
Calibrations based on the parallel robot geometry were simulated with various parameter deviations, noise levels, and pose sets. . Pose set 2 has a noise amplification index of 6.71×10 -5 and contains 100 poses selected from the workspace using a coordinate exchange algorithm. Pose set 3 has a noise amplification index of 3.26×10 -6 and contains 100 random poses. Pose set 4 contains 200 poses selected by a coordinate exchange algorithm, and has a noise amplification index of 9.57×10 -5 . Tables 1-3 give the simulated calibration results. Note that the first row in the tables corresponds to initial conditions of the parameter set. The estimation error is calculated as the 2-norm of the difference between the actual deviations and the estimated deviations. To determine the resulting error improvement, the pose error was simulated before and after calibration. The reduction of the parameter estimation error by itself is not the goal of the calibration. Ultimately, the resulting errors of the parallel robot should be reduced. Fig. 3 shows that by estimating the model parameters well, the overall accuracy of the parallel robot can be improved. This verifies that better parameter estimates will result in improved robot accuracy. The plot shows good correlation between the parameter estimation error reduction percentage and the pose error reduction percentage. The important elements of the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 3 are the coordinate measuring machine, tooling balls and the parallel robots. After the coordinate measuring machine has been calibrated to measure the parallel robot pose with respect to the reference frame, the parallel robot is commanded to 120 different well-spaced poses within the robot workspace, which have been determined to cover the range of motion of all the legs. Note that at least 8 measurements are needed to estimate 48 parameters. The greater number of measurement would contribute to the convergence of the algorithm and reduce the effect of measurement noise. A good initial guess helps a least square estimation algorithm to converge quickly without experiencing any numerical singularities. Therefore, the nominal values of the parameters are taken as the initial values for the parameters while implementing nonlinear least square algorithm.
The estimated technique mentioned above has been implemented using a program prepared in MatLab toolbox. The developed program can perform the calibration procedure considering any combination of the parameters used in the kinematic model. The RMS pose errors with the nominal parameters and with 48 and 42 estimated parameters determined separately from the estimated technique are provided in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. The pose errors of the parallel robot with the nominal parameters, 42, 48 estimated parameters are depicted in the first, second and the third columns of Fig. 4 , respectively.
By calibration based on 42-parameter model an accuracy improvement of a factor 6.6 for the parallel robot could be gained on the summation of RMS of position whereas by calibration based on 48-parameter model the predication of the position of the parallel robot improved by a factor of 7.8 for the summation of RMS. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a kinematic parameter identification algorithm and some calibration results based on a coordinate measurement technique and a more complete kinematic model including sensor errors for parallel robot. In the iteration algorithm, it is important to select initial values. It has tightly relationship with the convergence and local minima. The identification results based on inverse kinematic calibration model are set as the initial values of nonlinear least squares algorithm. It not only solves the problem mentioned above, but also decreases the iteration steps greatly for the initial values to be closer to the real values. For the ill-condition matrix problem caused by noise, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is adopted. In addition selection of calibration pose sets is briefly discussed, as well as the influence of measurement noise on calibration accuracy. Finally, based on above analysis, kinematic calibration experiments are carried out. The position error RMS of a parallel robot is reduced from 4.19 to 0.53 mm and the orientation error RMS is also reduced from 0.61 to 0.12°. Because of errors in the kinematic parameters of parallel robots, it is necessary to identify them to improve the pose accuracy for accurate task performance of semiphysical simulation platform. In this paper, a methodical way of kinematic parameter identification is introduced. It requires measurements of all legs and the pose information provided by a coordinate measuring machine. Nonlinear least squares algorithm is employed to determine the kinematic parameters. The measurement errors in the leg sensors are considered during kinematic modeling and kinematic parameter identification. Simulations and experimental studies on a Stewart parallel robot built in the Institute of Electro-hydraulic Servo Simulation & Test System of Harbin Institute of Technology reveal the convenience and effectiveness of the proposed robot parameter identification algorithm and calibration method for parallel robots.
